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Library ~Fails ABA
byJames Hambleton school. due to take place either later this.
At its mid-winter meeting in The American Bar Associa- spring or, by next fall at the
February, the American. Bar tion haslong had standards and latest. The recent major amend"
Association completely revised rules of procedure fot the ment of the standards for law
the law librarystandards that a approval of law schools. These school approval implies a close
Jaw school must meet for' standards set requirements for scrutiny by the inspection team
accreditation purposes. In its, the organization and adminis- ofthe law library.
sweeping revision, the A.B.A. tration, the educational, prog- The thrust of the new stan-
has placed great emphasis on an ram, the faculty, admissions; the "dards is to demand direct,
active role for the law library in library, and the physical plant of involvement of the law library
the educational process of the each law school. Since these, in the educational process of the
law school, and has steeply standards are modified from 'law school: "The law school
upgraded law library space' time to time, all approved library must be a responsive and
- requirements. How well' the schools are subject to inspec- active force within the educa-
G.W. law library meets these tions at seven year intervals to tional life of the law school."
new, stricter standards will be assure continuing compliance. The prior standards for approval
determined shortly when an This is the year G.W. is to be contain no such language. An-
A.B.A. inspection team visits the inspected, with the inspection other completely new section
··Standards
commands the Dean and Law
Librarian to "maintain a current
written plan for implementation
oflaw library support for the law
school program as developed in
its self study." Yet another new
requirement is .that the law
school library contain "those
other materials that are reason-
ably-necessary for the proper
conduct, of its educational pro-
gram." This emphasis on pro-
gram support is further evi-
. denced by the description of
other required materials as those
being '''necessary to the pro-
gram."
,This whole emphasis on inte-
grating the law library into the
mainstream of the educational
process is not a new idea to legal
education, although this 'codifi-
cation' by the A.B.A. is new. The
library staff in many law schools
"takes an' active part in teaching,
legal research . courses; or
oversees small groups of stu-
dents working on research prob-
lem assignments. At lawschools
that have LEXIS, the legal
research computer, this small
group interaction is essential. At
G.W., due to a chronic under-
funding and lack of personnel,
there has been in the past little
to pg. 4
nota t
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, Issues For-um A~Success
by Sebastian Graber
The Issues Forum, sponsored
on March 1~by the SBA, proved
to be an interesting, if· not
redundant, discussion of several
major problems at the National
Law Center.
The first topic concerned' the
editorial quality of 'the ADVO~
CATE. Professor Weavor ex-
.horted the paper to check the
factual bases' of stories before
printing them. The fact that all
.'article is signed by the author
should .not mean that the
author's views should be auto-
matically published. Jeff Gorsky
replied that the ADVOCATE's
policy is to print all responsible
points of viewwithout regard to
the "merits" of the article's
contents. In view ofthe silence of
the multitudes, the ADVO-
CATE prides itself in providing
a forum of communication at
the Law Center. Sebastian Grab-
, er commented that if Professor Joan Darby, a fJW law student, recently won first place in the
Weavor's sincere intention was Senator Robert F. Wagner Memorial National Labor Law Moot
" to improve the quality of the Court Competition held at the NewYork Law School on March 3-6.
ADVOCATE,. then introducing Ms. Darby, competing alone after her partner withdrew on the eve of
a motion for censure at a closed the competition, argued against the team from the University of
faculty meeting hardly seemed Iowa in her final round. The issue debated concerned the Midwest
an affirmative gesture of con- Piping Doctrine with regard to a violation of S8(aX2)of the National
cern. Labor Relations Act. The competition was judged by NLRB judges
Professor Banzhaff then com- and other labor law attorneys. The traveling trophy awarded Ms.'
mented upon the various ways it Darby is on display in the Hoover Room in the law school library,
is possible for a faculty member The GW International Moot Court competitors, Kathy Faunt-
to break the" "anonymous" leroy, MichaelJanick, Bradford Anderson, and Michael Klein, won
grading system and recommend- second place. in the Mid-Atlantic regional level of the Jessup Cup
ed the procedure described in ,International Moot Court competition h~ld at t~e Georgetown Law
his March 8th ADVOCATE· Center on March 11, and 12. The regional wmner was Howard
article. Dean Potts responded by University. The transfer of nuclear technology and. nuclear safe-
pointing to the weaknesses in guards were the issues treated by the International Moot Court
Professor Banzhaffs system participants.
while assuring students that Both of these Moot Court competitions are open to all law stu- ...
substantial concern with the dents. The topics for the annual competitions are announced in the
potential for .abuse in the fall and can generally be obtained from the Dean's Office. .
present system warranted seri- interjected his belief that minor-
ous review of current proce- .ity students have drrinewell at the
dures. A member of the' audi- law school, despi e allegedly
ence stated that.the key object of-. "vast" cultural di erences in
any system 'must be to' prevent social, economic and education-
the faculty members from ob- al background. Professor Kuhn
taining a list connecting student suggested that whatever causes'
names and numbers. the discrepancies in LSAT and
The last issue related to the other standardized test. results
problems with discrepancies in between minority and dominant
the grades between minority and cul!ure stu~ents ma~ al~o ex-
non-minority students. Melvin plato the discrepancies to law
A. Marshall argued that the school grades .between the two
discrepancy on its face presented groups. Thus, any testf~rmu-
prima facie evidence of dis-'lilted by and f?r ~ doml~ant
crimination and that the burden culture group wdl hkely fad to
now lies on the Law Center to comparatively test the ability of






On March 1 & 2, University
wide elections were held for Pro-
gram" Board 'and Governing
positions. Out of approximately
1200 votes casts 23 were at
.Jacob Burns Law Library and
176 at Ross Hall. These votes
were invalidated at a closed
meeting of the Elections Com-
mittee. Only a 1:00 a.m. decision
on Thursday by the <Student
Court placed the 199 ballots
under lock and seal and pre-
vented the Elections Committee
from announcing the results and
certifying a winner.
Allof this may seem like petty
politics, more suitable to high
school than college students, but
what turns this from high school
follies intosomething a,bit more
serious is that whoever is elected
Chairperson of the Program
Board will have a great deal of
authority in deciding how $80,-
000 will be spent and will receive
$700.00 per semester in tuition
stipends. ' '.
Friday the Student Court
decided that it lacked jurisdic-
tion and declined to rule on the
validity of the ballots, it then
returned the question of whether
to disenfrancise the 199 votes to
the Elections Committee.
On March 6 the committee
held a hearing and decided to
sustain their earlier decision to
invalidate the 199 votes. The sole
basis for their' decision was,
"The voting booth at the
.Medical School was essentialJy
organized. and run by a person
whose impartiality is highly
questionable." ,
No evidence of voter fraud was
produced or that any ballot box
stuffing had occured. Further-
more the standards used were
"although we have no conclusive
evidence of illegal activity, the
.fact that questionable activities
occurred is sufficient ... " (Al-
though no improprieties were
alleged at the Law School those
ballots were also invalidated
because the same ballot box was'
used for both places.)
Fortunately the Student-
Faculty Committee on Appeals
on March 24 by a vote of 5-2
reversed the decision. The ma-
jority opinion written by Prof.
Smalls decided that they could
not mandate a new election and
further ordered the Elections
Committee to vacate the eerti-
fication of all winners who could
have been affected by the con-
tested ballots. The Election
Committee was further ordered
to count all ballots cast in the
election, including those cast at
the Law and Medical Schools. '
Earlier in the opinion the
Committee on Appeals stated
that " ... It simply cannot be
admitted that the [Elections]
committee can mislead students
as to the location of polls and
thereafter cancel their votes and
that they had found no evidence
offraud.
2-THE ADVOCATE
Letters To The Editor
. IEditorial
reason for setting law school by· strictly prohibiting grade
The next time you light up a joint, think' about this-you On, Grades apart from our own past educa- changes unless based on maths.
could be arrested. A half a million people were arrested last by Charles Heihman tional experience in the assign- matical e~rors in co.mputing
year in this ..country for possession of grass. It cost the After three semesters at the ment of grades? I for one do not grades.).U IS~l~~an obVIOUSsign
taxpayers of this country over $600 million last year to make National Law Center, it appears see one and I would hope that of the ID~hdlty o~ a ranking
these marijuana arrests. Over 2500 people were arrested last that a pattern is emerging for the futility of extra effort is not .. system ~ en mucof one's
year in the District of Columbia for this offense. the assignment of grades that is one of the unwritten laws we are grade-point average depends
WilliamF. Buckley supports decriminalization of small in need of examination. Given supposed to be absorbing in oU,r upon which professors one was
h "" edi "legal education. lucky or unlucky enough to have
amounts, as does Ann Landers, the National Council of t at It. IS exp lent to assign As Professor Pock often said as teachers during his or her law
Churches, Art Linkletter, the American Bar Association, & grades for the benefit of future " h Ie.mployers at the time of place- to his students, "Any confusion sc 00 career. .
the American Academy of Pediatrics. :J , • I I . For almost two years I hment, is it possible to do so by that may exist IS so e y ID your . . ave
Oregon dec.riminalized the use of small amounts of ' d" d h .. t often heard students comment onmeans of a mere equitable mID. an e was mos .
marijuana in 1973. The number of people currently smoking distribution? The question is correct for this reason, a defense what they have found to be
grass in that state has dropped. more than rhetorical because it of the present grading system by almost an inverse relation be-
.In 1972, the blue ribbon panel appointed by President seems to have had a direct the faculty in this form would .tween how well they thought
Nixon to study marijuana, the Shafer Commission, impact on student motivation in certainly be appreciated. they performed on an exam and
unanimously supported decriminalization of small quantities. the learning process. - the grade they received. There
The commission stated that the vast majority of marijuana Student criticism of the pre- More Grades must be something terribly
smokers are essentially indistinguishable from their non-mari- sent grading system runs pri- wrong with a system in which
juana using peers. marily along two interrelated The issues of anonymity and one knows he did not learn the
lines. First, the grades fall in too discrimination in the grading subject material well, did a poor
The District of Columbia almost decriminalized last-year. narrow of a grouping in the 74 to system at GW ·Law School have job on an examination, and
The .bill passed the council by a vote of 8 to 4 on the first 79 range. Instead .of a bell gained much attention recently received a high grade or in which
reading. But pressure from Congressman Charles Diggs, the shaped curve around the mean, through several articles in the- a student knows he mastered the
chairperson of the House Committee on the District of the common distribution looks Advocate, culminating in the subject matter, wrote a good
Columbia, and from a coalition of Baptist ministers caused more like the Washington Mon- Forum on Issues on March 23. exam, and received a low grade,
the Council to reverse itself and to table the bill onthe second ument. Second, the extremes One wonders why there is so Given the "rewards" offered by
reading. Federal decriminalization efforts are being blocked (particularly on the high side) much concern in preserving the our system, the motivation to
by Senator Eastland who heads the Senate Judiciary are hardly represented at all. integrity of a system that is excel can easily be dissipated by
C itt d b C P IR h h ad The highest grade in the evening rotten to its very core. The the frustrations encountered inommi ee an y ongressman au ogers woe s a
House subcommittee on health. Torts and Property courses was grading procedure at this law discovering how arbitrary the
86 and generally the number of school is arbitrary, subject to grading system is.
Laws prohibiting the use and distribution of marijuana are . d . I' Th I t' It" tAs in a required course can be serious errors an It resu ts meso u Ion sugges 15 0
reflective of society's tendency to attempt to legislate morality. counted on one hand.' The unnecessary. and . undesirable demand that the law school
Although moral legislation may have its place where .combination of these two factors- consequences. Something must refuse to assign or compute class
individuals are harmed as a result of proscribed conduct, points to an inescapable conclu- be said about what the system rankings. Further, the grading
there can be no justification for repressing private conduct sion for much of the class that really is and what must be done structure should be changed to
thatis not harmfulto others. . superior effort will not be to change it. reflect the lack of ability to
Moreover. forbidding~the use of marijuana while allowing rewarded under the present The grading and class- precisely grade exams. A system
the use of alcohol, tobacco, barbituates and amphetimines, all grading system. U goes without ranking system at GW Law should be adopted whereby
of which have been proven more harmful than marijuana, is saying that superior effort alone School promotes 'a cut-throat broad grades should be assigned
clearly violative of the spirit if not the letter of the equal is no guarantee of high. grades- mentality among many of the for a student's performance'; for
protection clause. The difference is that alcohol and tobacco each· student has his own students and an equally perverse instance, 'Honors' 'Pass' and
h I b strenghts and weaknesses-but, way' of thinking' by potential _'Fail'. With such a system, thoseave ong been used y the middle and upper classes while I -can it be honestly said that in a ~mp oyers who are willing to students feeling the .need to
marijuana has long been associated with blacks, musicians, class of over 100 persons, all ID~ulgein accepting. an inappro- approach potential employers
beats and hippies. Laws against marijuana clearly having met stringent admissiori pn~te" class ranking as an with an impressive label can
-discriminate against certain sub-cultures disfavored by the standards, not .one student indication of one's competence show them his or her 'Honors'
majority. displayed the capacity to absorb !o pra~tice or teach law. An and lel that suffice. (It works
. In recent years, however, the children of middle class 900/0of the material presented? impossible burden is placed well enough for New York
parents who have been busted have forced many members of It has been said that past upon professors by the system to University law graduates.)
the dominant culture to change their attitudes. Pschologically, excesses in the number of. &,fade exams .in a manner A system of more general
parents must either rationalize the use of pot or reject their students graduating "with hon- singularly unsuited to the me- grading would allow students to
children. Most have acquiesced to the point of. favoring ors" has prompted the present t~lOdadopted for testing profi- share a more cooperative and
,decriminalization.' . grading curve for the large clenc! in ~reas ?fthe law. . rewarding comraderie an
This is an i f d . classes. Given that restoration of It ISmisleading and unjust to. would permit our energies to be. IS 15 an Important year or ecnminalization Iezislation. k
e- distinction to the "honors" ran students by. a precise fully directed towards learning
The presidential election is over and it will be two more years diplomas is a legitimate end, the standard-so precise that a the law, rather than worrying
until the next Congressional election. Prospects for means to that end are only matter of two or three points on ' about whether we can get our
'decriminalization look good in about eleven states and d bi I ffi . t' d hone's d intu 10USy e ec rve an ave gra e:pOln average can grade averages up a point or two
decriminalization bills will be introduced in at least 30 states. certainly had a chilling effect on mak~ the difference of a class to join the ranks of the top 2%,
What can you do to help? Write a letter to your Councilperson the fire that most of us brought ranking of ..fifteen or twenty 100;. 3So;. som t
th I .I ti t tit . C t t NORMT'N to th it f ed ti percenta . t h . 0, 0, 70, e C.or 0 er egis a tve represen a ves, on ac ~ a- e pursui 0 our uca Ion. , ,~e porn s-w en precr- If there is significant interest
tional Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws to see The prese~t ~Y,ste~ highlights sion IS Impossible in' grading exhibited b the students and
.what you can do to help. If you are interested, contact Pam the law of diminishing returns ID essay exams. I would doubt the faculty I y th t In
study-doubling the effort may' veracity of any professor who ml"tt'ee' b profjPosed at a dcorft-Riley, NORML's GWU contact person, 683-6816. Ifyou could I. , d ... ld e orme 0 a
send them a couple of bucks that would help. I on y raise one s gra e by 5 or 6 wou contend that (s)he can detailed pro I k with
points. Can a compromise be consistently justify assigning one -'facult &osas'. sp~a f
struck? .. score for an answer rather than ·tl·onsy mdemd~rsh'ctlrcu ateI pe .I-I b I· .. 'bl fi ( h an 0 w a ever e se ISe leve It IS pOSSI e even Ive or per aps more) points necessa t h· ,
working within the confines of a higher or lower, (The system diate ryd'O lac hlevean .Immthe-
It Id b ·bl . fj . tl . ra lea c ange In ecurve, wou e POSSI e, or convemen y excuses any profes- gradi r' f h' h I
instance, to raise the target sor from any such justification ng po IClesRot CiSSACdoo.
median to 80 and to raise the oss . n erson
honors cut-off. to 90 without
seriously affecting the integrity
of the grading system. Of courSe
this would be futile unless the
facutly reshaped it's thinking
and "made room at the top" for
the best efforts from their
students. Can there be a ~lo~gt~'c~a~I~=====:::::::::======== L_
Editon
SebastianGraber
Don Lebowitz All persons are, encouraged to voice their opinions through
Letters to the ~Itor. Submissionsmust be typed in double space
and must be Signed.by the writer. .'
~e A,dv~!e reserves the right to edit letters to conform to
spatial bmltations. Writers will be contacted sh ld ditlngbecome necessary. ou ~
CoIddbaton
Rocky Delano, Michael Gemshemer, Lee Kaplan, ChflS.
Cadwell, Annie Shiner, Andrew Lopei, Steve Reimer
Blind Path To!
Specialization
by M. Lipids in a most haphazard fashion.
La~ students are increasingly - Upon seeking employment many
choosing-the legal areas in which find themselves being hired
they will specialize in an arbit- based on, to a large extent, those
rary and fortuitous manner. same courses they chaotically
This stems from the glaring selected. Many others send out
defi~iency in the guidance being the usual hundred or so resumes -
provided law students in select- to firms in one or two cities,
ing both courses and employ- givinghardly any consideration
ment opprotunities, Thissit-to the type of law these firms
uation os compounded by the practice. Upon joining a firm the
notion, widely held' among law individual, even if he is not
students; that they must seize a enamored with the area of the
" job-any job-even if it is not law he is practicing, is reluctant
the right job for them. to leave, given that the amount
Some students are fortunate of renumeration depends on
enough to enter law school length of servicewith the firm.
having already reached an intel-
ligent career choice. The great The student, even if he is
majority, however, arrive here determined to make an intelli-
either planning to concentrate in gent choice, specialization, is
the law of a field in which they hindered by common miscon-
have had some employment ceptions. For instance, many
experience, or, not having any students persuade themselves
specific ideas as to their legal that they are interested in
interests and relying upon such international law. In many
generalities as "corporate" or cases.however, this decision has
"international" law. This writer a very tenuous base: the glamour
had a strong inclination to real offoreign travel. In reality, most
estate law based on his having lawyers practicing international
enjoyed working in the real law represent foreign clients in
estate industry.' That career the U.S., with the foreign work
inclination had the tenuous base being handled by local counsel
of less than 20 hours of contact in the respective countries (Mar-
with a real estate attorney. vin Milbauer, "The' .Interna-
Those students who come here tional Lawyer")., The student is
not having any concrete interests' also hampered by the lack of any
are forced to select their courses to pg, 6
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more Letters To The Editor
(commercial, not residential,
customers) or electricity, aimed
af designing new experimental
To The Editor: rate' structures for time-of-day 'To The Editors:
Readers .of The Advocate use. The delays which occurred DON'T SIGN' PETITIONS
should know PEPCO's side of . were caused by difficulty in WITHOUT HEARING THE
two attacks on the utility in your defining the relevant customers WHOLE STORY .
February 15 issue. _ and then in procuring and - In recent days, many of you
A page 7 story adjudges installing the new and costly have been 'asked to sign a
PEPCOlast among 23 utilities equipment. "Favoritism" to- petition calling for, a new
in efficiency ratings, according ward utilities is always a handy election between Laura Rogers
to Bob Chlopak of D.C. PIRG. straw man to be kicked to and Richard Lazarnick, candi-
He calls the report "invaluable pieces, without any real basis in dates for the office of /Chairper-
since it pinpoints areas of waste. fact. The claim is absurd on its son of the- G.W.U. Program
and inefficiency" that could save face; one has only to look at the Board. / The petition alleges
ratepayers' money. How can he results of any of our rate cases, _discrepancies in this year's
make this statement in the face for the Commission consistently election and the alleged problem
of his complaint that he and and severely reduces the increas- seems to center around the votes
PIRG have not even seen the es we request to keep our system cast at theMedical School.
report? We recently did meet viable. An election was held for next
with PIRG and explained the I am surprised that the "stu- " year's Program Board on March
reasons why the report can in no dent newspaper of the National -1st and March 2nd. Although
way be termed an efficiency Law Center" wouldn't take the' there were originally no polling
comparison. Each utility in the time to check out both sides of places at Ross or Stockton Halls,
study' varies widely in its cus- such an important issue and the Graduate Caucus convinced
tomer makeup, geography, type present them fairly, as becomes the elections committee to open
of fuel used, number of master- a newspaper. As a layman, I'm polls at the Law and Medical
metered dwellings and other even more surprised that it School on March 2nd. Laura
factors which make such a wouldn't show objectivity and Rogers was notified of these new
comparison impossible and fairness, which would be more polling places bean Elections
meaningless. becoming to the budding attor- Committee Official. Steve Berke
Another story (page 1) charges neys ofGW~. on March 1. She was in no way
"favoritism" toward PEPCO by Sincerely, involved in the request for new
the D.C. Public Service Commis- Hal Stroube polling places. The elections
sion in the installation of special Director of Communications committee later decided it had
meters on 200 or so large users PEPCO "abdicated its responsibility" by
'PEPCO Reply GW Election allowing a person who was not.on the Elections Committee to
find poll watchers for Ross and
Stockton, Hails. 'The 'committee
decided to invalidate the ballots
cast at these locations. An .
injunction was sought from the
Student Court to seal the ballot
boxes. This was granted. An
. appeal was then taken to the'
Student Court which decided
that it lacked jurisdiction. The
Program Board Elections Com-
mittee held' a hearing and
decided to invalidate the 193
ballots cast at the Ross Hall and
Stockton Hall polls. The remain-
ing votes were counted and the
results certified. Ms. Victoria
Higman next filed a notice of
appeal with the University Pro-
, vost who replied by letter on the
9th of March 1977 directing the
Student Court to (a) determine
the parties at dispute, (b) seek
their consent and (c) resolve the
matter. Further, if the Student
Court did not establish jurisdic-
tion, the Provost would refer the
matter to the Student-Faculty
Committee on Appeals. The
Student-Faculty Committee held
a public hearing on the matter
and received testimony from all
concerned, Their decision was
that the J 93 ballots should be
counted. Laura Rogers agrees
with this decision.
It has come to our attention
that students are signing peti-
tions on the basis of mis-state-
ments of various individuals. For
example, many students have
not been told, that the Student
Faculty Committee on Appeals
voted to count the one hundred
and ninety three votes of the
Medical and Law Schools as
valid, Some students have stated
their reason for signing the
petition was that they were
persuaded that fraud actually
occurred' in the Election. No-
thing is further from the truth!
We strongly disapprove of the
actions of those individuals
circulating this petition. There
are two sides to every story and





On Tuesday, April 12 at
6:30 p.m., Dr. Edward
, . Teller, the father of the
hydrogen bomb. will appear
at Lisner Auditorium to urge
the building of more atomic
reactors.
4-THE ADVOCATE
Bernard on GW Library Poll
/
by Hugh Y. Bernard the boxes and posters'~ were not always agree, since not all
- Professor and Law Librarian removed. This tabulation of questions in each category we~e
In anticipation of the 1977 results reflects replies received, answered by all readers. Quali-
evaluation survey of the National as of March 10, since the few fied answers (bridging between
Law Center by the American Bar . forms received after that date two categories in the multiple-
Association and the Association did not affect overall results, choice spectrum) were .count.ed
of American Law Schools, the generally tending to cancel each in both slots. One questionnaire
Law Librarian devised a ques- other out. , contained a request that it be
tionnaire for distribution to the One surprise to the Law counted as "4 ballots; 4 persons
student body, faculty and ,other Librarian was the rather low collaborated." This request was
users of the Law Library, to response rate among the stud- honored.
learn their evaluation of the ents. Approximately one student Aside from the disparity in the
library's strengths and weak- in eight (all levels and classes) response rate by faculty over
nesses. Unlike the student evalu- responded to the questionnaire, students (the former at twice the
ation of Faculty members' for a 12.5 % response rate. rate of the latter), one result
~ teaching performance, which Although 'the questionnaires worth remarking about was the
was entirely a student-initiated were mainly devised for stud- 'unif~rmly more positive and
and student-conducted project, ents, -the faculty responded at favorable rating given the library
the survey of the Law Library' double the rate of the students, by faculty members as con-
was Initiated by and conducted returning ten questionnaires for- trasted with students. Students,
by the library administration. a 25% response rate 'from the particularly second-year stu-
A questionnaire, devised by full-time faculty. Very little dents, are the library's severest
this writer and Associate Law response was received. from critics, judging from the one-in-
Librarian Robert G. Bidwell, part-time students or faculty eight readers who bothered to
was intentionally designed to members (only one of the latter fill out questionnaires. Only in
elicit unfavorable as well as and three or four of the former the part concerning the physical
favorable comments. Primarily replying at all). Since the general facilities of the library did
devised for student use, it was experience. with questionnaire -faculty response border on the
also circulated to faculty mem- surveys on all subjects is that ' negative (faculty rated the physi-
bers teaching fellows, and the those' with strong views tend to cal plant positively by only 6 to
library's staff and user clientele respond at a greater .Ievel than 4). The students were even more
generally. Piles of question- the recipients as a whole, it severe in their evaluation of each
naires, boxes for replies, and would seem that among our', others' performance in reshelv-
posters calling attention to the -students only about one in eight ing used books-the J.D. candi-
survey, were placed at the first entertain strong positive or dates found their -fellow users'
and second floor lobbies, in the negative views about our library; reshelving score to be low by
Stockton Hall lobby, and in among the faculty, only one in almost a three-to-one margin.
faculty members' pigeonholes: four. (Although the question- (One reader observed somewhat
as well as distributed on other naire was made available to cynically that he (?) though this
library floors. Active solicitation library staff members, only one question was inserted as a
of responses extended from person in that category sub-, cop-out to account for' poor
March 1 to March 10, though mitted a filled-out form). performance by the library's
several responses came in after In the tabulations, totals do .shelver employees, saying that
We're'#1in Maryland, D.C., and
Vrginia·and vvith 'good ~on:
·BRIprepares more successful bar applicants for
each exam inthose jurisdictions than all other
bar reviews combined.
·Those applicants cbose 'BRI because BRI'$
materials-both Multistate and local law outIines~
·are unsurpassed in quality and because I
·BRI's faculty members are bar review experts·
speciarlSts on past exams, the best combination




Early Bird Course continues until May 1
BRI1909 K Street,NW' - 833-3080Washington, D.C.20006
the tuition paid by students lax enforcement of the "no food
covers staff reshelving, and that or drink in library" policy (in
students should not be expected effect no enforcement) is satk.
to do this task). .' factory. Almost all who respond-
The last page of the q~estion· eel were severe in their COrn-
naire contained space for com- ments-at times sarcastic-
ments on the library's services about the wretched lobby secun,
and policies. Of those who ty provision and the indifference
responded, most gave us !he of the student assistants at the
benefit of their views on a Wide lobby control points to briefcase
range of library problems and searching, etc, To this the
made many suggestions. .1 was librarian can only respond that
impressed with the concern i~ js al~ost impossible for any
expressed by students, with the library In any law school to
thoughtfulness, and the time· recruit and employ a. type of
that the respondents took from. employee for these stations who
their busy schedules to appraise could or woul~ enforce th,e
the librarian and staff of the search rules uniformly, especi-
things needing improvement, ally at class-changing times.
and the sometimes rather (One reader even protested the
lengthy essays submitted. All "Gestapo" atmosphere that in-
these responses are being read ter,ue security enforcement at t~e
by all concerned staff members.. exits WOUld.eng~nder. (To this
all will be submitted for scrutiny the' Law Librarian would add
to the Student-Faculty Library that the experience of law school
Committee at an early meeting, libraries would indicate that the
and as many as may be acted on tighter the enforcement of lobby
will be implemented. (Obviously, and exit searching, and the more
not all answers coincided. I have electronic checkpoint or other
not counted the answers on the patented security systems in,
perennial smoking-non-smoking stalled, the greater is the rate of
hassle, for example, but it would hiding, sequestration, rnutila-
appear that; somewhat more tion and damage to books that
students want smoking areas would go on within the library
. restricted or at least better stacks and study areas. It seems
partitioned than desire an en-, we can't win for losing in this
largement of the smoking areas. department), ,
A sizeable majority of the As was to be expected, the
readers seem to think that the to PI- 7
Library Sub-Standard
from pg. 1 seen;
formal participation by the' 'As Law Librarian Bernard's
library staff in educational reader survey indicates, many
process. These new .A.B.A. students are dissatisfied with the
standards may help spur such law library's current level of
input. ., - service and the present physical
In its amendment to the plant. The A.B.A. has now put
standards fpr physical plant even greater demands on both.
space, the A.B.A. increased its However, signs of progress are
law ~ibrary study space seating appearing: the library is now in
requirements to 500/0 of the the process of hiring a profes-
enrollment of whichever division siQnally qualified head of reader
is lar~r in s~h~ls with both day services, who may engage in a
and night divisions. This is an more-active role in the teaching
increase of 100/0 over the former - of legal research.
standards. In addition, the Unfortunately, by far the
,former requirement read such worst problem seems to be the
that study space in an "adjacent one that is the hardest to solve:
law school facility" could be the physical plant is a real mess,
counted towards this total. The and "there is not much that can
amended standard requires that be done but to make the best out
all of this study space shall be of a very poorly designed
~rovided in the law school building.
!Ibrary. Thus, the real increase When asked to comment on
10 the study space required is the new, more rigorous A.B.A.
substantial. , standards and how they might
The second major change in affect the upcoming inspection
space requirements is that in visit, Law Librarian Bernard was
addition to the regular S;~dy unable to respond, as he had not
area, "there shall be one or yet had an opportunity to
more suitable conference rooms familiarize himself with the new
under the control .of the law amendments. Whether the in-
school library in which students spection team will strictly apply
~ay g~the~, in small groups for these new standards in the final
diSCUSSIOn. The earlier stan- its evaluation of G. W. will be
dard merely stated that there be answered in the final report
a "suitable area" for such issiued by the inspection team.
student discussion; Whether the The recommendations of this
Law Librarian will set aside such report must be met to insure
a conference room eXclusively further A.B.A. approval of the




by Jeff/Gorsky add-on program. Itis not taking states don't write 10 page dicta, don'tthink there's anything that with matters relating to, to put it
Why are you eaving? away places from presumptively and "its an absurd' characteri- . I' t 11 bl k t d t b dl d t it I .. 1 .app res 0 a ac s u en S' roa y an r e y, SOCIaJUs-
I'm leaving because I have an better qualified· 'whites and . . h ,. 1. zation of the opinion. except being black) but I think tice. W en I was practising aw
opportunity to do something giving them to supposedly less·. 'Aside from the legal grounds it's inevitable that some black in NewYork I worked largely.in
whichI very much want to do at 'q'ualified minority applicants, .... of this decision, the debate on t d t Id e. I thi th f I'll t ts ds u en s wou lee IS ·way, e area 0 w s, rus an
the Center for National Policy • In the second place, this this case really centers around because they have grown up ina estates, in large part because I
Review, an opportunity to be- University has in the past been a two policy arguments: Whether. society which is dominated by was not interested in the cor-
come more actively involved in whites-only law school, and one should have. remedial pro- whites and which hasdiscrimin- porate side of the practise at all.
work related to civil rights. I'm therefore' we have a legal basis grams to favor minorities on the ated against them and they're in _The firm that I was with had a
leavingalso because I've always for adopting a remedial pro- basis of past' and present a law school which is dominated" large wills, trust and estates
found throughout my life that it gram. The University of Cali- discrimination, or whether ad- bywhites. . department, and that, the per-
was important for me to make fornia has not admitted that it mission should be based strictly I think also without doubt sonal side of the firm, is where I
changesnow and then. I've been has in the- past discriminated, on merit regardless of race? there have been occasions in gravitated. So it was natural for
here eleven years, "and I think and therefore it does not claim' I have two answers to that. which individual members ofthe .me to teach in that field, and
onegets stale at a job if one stays to have that legal basis for a One is that admission decisions faculty have done things or have, when I came, to G.W. they were
at it too long. remedial program. are very complicated and sub- said things which were irisensi- . looking for someone to teach in
What sort of work will you be . In the third place, the criteria jective ones and typically have tive and which gave rise to the '<that field. It was avery good
doing? 'applied in law school admissions included considerations which feeling, or which fortified .the match..
The Center's program is have always been varied and are not related to what you feeling, that there was discrimi-, Any suggestions as to how the
devoted to trying to get federal subjective. We've gone for geo- would call merit, merit in, the nation, school can be improved?
agencies to do a better job in graphical diversity, we've tried sense of numbers: grade aver- However, I feel very strongly I'think a lot of the things are
assuring that programs that they , to- get students from a wide. --ages and LSAT scores. For that as awhole, asa faculty and obvious. Forexampler-this law
administer or fund are free from variety of colleges, Iwouldn't be example" geographic diversity- as an institution, the law school school needs a new law school
discrimination, , surprised if we've given prefer- and other- criteria have been does not discriminate against facility. The decision was made
One of the things the center is ence to offspring of alumni. We used to, make upa rounded blacks, or other minorities or some years' ago to go for the.
doing right now is to act as a look at a lot ofvaried criteria. student body, 'So the notion of women. I think we have to be limited objective of a new law
staffresource for the Leadership- Essentially what we do inthe merit has, never been applied in careful to try to avoid doing' library, If you'd seen the pre-
Conference on Civil Rights" minority. recruitment program is '. a pristine way hi law school things that' will fortify orgiv~ . vious law library you'd know
which is an umbrella organiza- . look at additional criteria, We admissions. credence to this rather-natural that was an absolute, essential.
tion for civil rights organiza- look at references, we look more In the second place, the term feeling that a lot of .black The old law library was on the
tions: church .groups, civic intensively at 'extra-curricular merit itself involves a judge- students are inevitably going to fourth 'floor of Stockton Hall,
groups, trade union groups that -activity" we look at indicia of ment. Does merit mean 'num" have. . which also included faculty
are concerned with civil rights. econoniic and educational. dis- bers, or does merit mean pros-,What did you do before-you offices. It was cramped, it was
Weprepared for the Leadership advantage, which may reflect on pective ability to practice law? started teaching? ' dingy, there was rio study space
Conference a set of recommen- the significance of LSAT scores. Does meritinclude the contribu- When I got out of law school I at all, ~nd, it was not air-
dations to the Carter Admini- We go for racial and economic tionto the development of a clerked for a judge in the district conditioned, . "
stration on reorganizing the as well as the other types of better society as a lawyer? To slOly here for a year, then I was with On the other hand, .hiving ..
wholefederal equal employment diversities. ~ that numbers constitute the the general counsel's office of gone for the limited objected
enforcementeffort. In the Bakke case, what the entire universe of merit, I think, theforeign aid program for two and gotten-the law library, now
The center also has and this Medical School was doing was a is to take a' very narrow view of years, then I practised law in' there's no plan even afoot, for a
is one of its attraction; to me, a highly refined numerical admis- merit. My viewof merit.is much New York for 6 years, then I new classroom bUi1~~ng,office
, ints f d came down here and I was with space, student activity space,student internship program. We sions process; so many P01~ts. or broa er. . '. .,., . .. h hi k h '
also have a seminar for the the Medical College Admission In the third place, I think It IS the Peace Corps in various -. and so. fort 0' I think i t at s
student interns. I will be co-ordi- Test, so many points for under-. not just a' desirable: bUL:-a capacities on the Washington clearly an esstentiaI.
nating the student internship graduate, g.rade ~oint aver~g~, ma?ditory and essentIal SOCial staff for 5years. .' I think that some things have
program and running the semi- calculated !na highly S.OphIStI-,pol~cy t,o s~e~ to. overcome the How did you get started happened recently that are very
nar. So Iwill continue to have cated way, so many pomts, for raCialdISc.pmInatIon and re~res,- teaching trusts and estates? - encouraging.. For example, I
. h rt f t When I came to G.W. I think clinical education clearly
the main thing that is rewarding personal interview. The poin~s sl.on t at IS pa 0 our na Ion s wanted to teach two kinds of has been institutionali7;ed at this
about G.W., the contact with are thtm totaled~nd the n,!~en- hIStOryand culture. " "courses; one a straight bread' law school. I think the unani-
students. But the teaching will cal score determInes admISSIon.' We all watched Roots, and.butter course, andthe other mous faculty vote granting
be a small portion of my time, Their .admissions proce~s is to- right? YO!! c~~'t c0?,l~, away a social policy course dealing , to pg. 8
whereas here its a major portion tally different, so clearly It see~s from wat~hmg Roots, !t seems
ofmy tim 'to me that our program here IS to me, WIth the old notIon that
Minori~ recruitment is a very not subject to the same kind of other, !mmigrant groups have
controversial issue' right now. legal attack. So you maysa~ th~t made It, why not, the b.lacks.?
D GUT h if" 'ty our program is controverSIal In The treatm~nt of blacks In thISoes . H, ave mznon , ,. I b rt f I tl
recruitment program, and is it that it is subJect1 t~. ~gal ~eha~f' I~~:try tW:s qUt~1~Ive~ va: ~.
adequate? but it is clear,y Istl,nguls ~k e ,~. I ere\ ro~ ~ e~ en '.0
I think G.W. has a very good from Bakke'd a~sdumdIn.gBa e anyrt.ot efr Immlgrfan thgrouP,
" 't t was correctly eCI e . sta Ing 0 course rom e way
ml~~lty hredcrul~en bPr~gr~~t Now there was a case by the they got here, which was not as
an . as a o~: or ~ ~'!t ~~ I highest court of the state of New" immigrants at all" but as
°thr.mkn~yethars~II w
f
as196InSslfiu th York, also involving a state' captives. So it seems to me thatlDm elaO ,ore, 1 h d' "h 'I' 'I
ent' I f 1969 and was medical schoo w ose- a mls· if weWIshto ave a mu tt-raclaenng c ass 0 , -, , ll'd t' , ty' h' h 1
th fi f th fi st "It has sions process ISVirtUa y 1 en 1- socle m w IC equa oppor-ere ore one 0 e Ir . 'fi " d h .. th 1 d
I b· ' I th' k f the caIto Cah orma s, an w ose tumty ISmore an a s ogan, ana ways een In, one 0 ., . 11' h thO th t .
I t· th" minority program IS vlrtua y IS more t an some Ing a ISarges In ecountry. " h' h d'd d th 'tt' th t t t b k"Y 't'" t . I I Identical, w IC was eCI e e wrl en In e s a u e 00 s.
h ou ~~y 1 IS con r~versla i'al other way. Ulery v. Downstate somewhere, we have to do this. ,,'
TOh
Pe It s flnot .cotnhrovekrsof' Medical Center, 39 NY 2d 236 We have to have a multi-racial
ere was a urry m e wa e. 'h' h h h d
th d .. fth D' tr' t Court (1976». bar, w IC . we ave not a.e eclslon 0 e IS IC' , , ' "b'
here with respect to the financial What are yourjeelings of the We re on the ~ay to It,. ut we ~e
'd t G orgetown merits ofihe Bakke decision? on the way to It because most of
ba
lt proIg~amd·atd . e a l'etter I' I d'lsagree with the decision. I the good law schools in thisu ,as mica em, h "ty 't
wrote to. the Advocate at that realize its a troublesome issue, country ave 'mmon recruI·
time, our program is clearly not ,but I am more,p.ersuaded by the mentptograms.
subject to the criticisms or the New York deCISIon.The Bakke Several blacks students f~el
legal infirmities of the George- court disposed of that opinion of t~ere. a~e s?me .f?r~s of raCIal
town program. the highest court of a -sister state d,scnmznatlOn w~thzn G. ~.? Do
Our program is also, v..ery by saying it was. dictum. The you have any feel!ngs. o'! thzs.
different from the 'one that is portion of the opinion that they Ye.s,I ?o. I thmk It ISnatural
now under consideration in the claimed was dictum covered and mevltable that so~e black
Bakke case. It is different in the about 10 pages ,of the West stud~nts, and I don't thInk that







Barnaby by Crockett Jackson,
137 pages.Dover, $2.50 (paper- by Paul Restuccia
back). Bruce Springsteen turned on
Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley by his frenetic magic before 5,000
Crockett Johnson, 134 pages, at the Towson State' University
Dover, $2.50 (paperback). Center outside Baltimore several
Betty Boop by Max Fleischer, 'weeks ago, proving again that
Flare/ Avon, $2.95 (paperback)." his concert performances desig-
Buster Brown by Richard F. nate him the crown prince of
Outcault, 30 pages, Dover, $2, rock and roll. Pacing the stage,
(paperback). <, prancing, jumping' on and off
The Katzenjammer 'Kids by the piano, he performs : his
Rudolph Dirks, 29 pages, Dover, enervating; wholly positive cele-
$2 (paperback). , bration of rock and roll.
Not only are comic strips art, The band, spread across the
but they're also literature. Ex- stage, improvised as tightly as,
amples .'of this .special kind .of their studio performance, with
literary and artistic magic work- additional flourishes by saxa-
ing and failing can be found in phonist Clarence 'Nick' Clem-
these seven recently published mons. Throughout the two hour
volumes of classic cartoons.' plus concert they' played to-
"Moon Mullins" and "Little gether as if they had just
emerged from a ten year quaran-
,Orphan Annie't are serial strips. tine' at the Asbury Park City
They are set up like a visual soap Hall., .. . .
opera'. But each creation has one
important difference. "Moon" is The crowd came alive immed-
hilariously funny, while "Annie',' iately with the opening number,
contains the conservative; ultra- 'Night', Springsteen conducting
patriotic philosophy of. its crea- the band between his bouts with
tor. the microphone, then leaping
.'Very different from the those into the audience to slap hands
two is "Baraby't-e-a tale of a boy and dance.
and his pink-winged fairy god- Concentrating his material on
father. This unusually inventive "The Wild, The Innocent, and
tale from the 1940's is an ex- the E Street Shuffle" and "Born
cellent satire on wartime Ameri- To Run," Springsteen had the
ca, and the United States in audience in his 'grasp. modulat-
general. ing his powerful voice, the quiet
"Betty Boop" is a highly
redundant strip about a movie
, star and her life in Hollywood. It
proves that even the best art
can't save a cartoon with an
almost nonexistent story line. .
The collections of "Moon,"
"Annie,': "Barnaby," and "Bet-
. fy Boop" all contain black and
white line drawings. The "Bus
: ter Brown" and "Katzenjammer
Kids" collections are in color.
The "Buster Brown", strip
features Buster, a young rascal
looking somewhat like Little
Lord Fauntleroy, and his talking
dog, Tige.' While Buster. is
getting into trouble, Tige makes
asides-c-almest.' like a Greek
chorus to the boy's tragedies. At
• the end of most of the strips,
Buster paints a large poster of
resolutions which' serve as con-
clusions and morals for that
episode,
In_- "The Katzenjammer
Kids," Hans and Fritz playa'
trick on someone, get into
trouble and get physically pun-
ished for it. Rarely do they get
away with anything. Here there
are no resolves, and' no morals,
because the kids don't desire to
avoid mischief, they seem to
.want to perfect it.
Of the six strips, only "Moon
Mullins" still survives on today's
Antioch Law School- comic page. The. rest can be
found' only in books. Art lovers
Joan Johnson, and comic strip buffs will enjoy
a..,;2;,;0;,;;2;,,;-2;,;6;,;5;.,-;,,9;,500;.;. ... this batch of classics.
by Rea Ostroff
Moon Mullins:'-'Two Adven-
tures by Frank H. Willard, 96
pages, Dover, $2.50 (paperback).
, .Little Orphan Annie and Little
Orphan Annie in Cosmic City by
Harold Gray, 178 pages, Dover,
$2 (paperback). '
out of the mainstream, suited his
purposes. . '
By the time the band played
"Born to Run" in the first of two
'encores, Springsteen's voice was
scratchy, but his energy was still
intact. He feigned passing out,
though, stumbling around on
stage, and fell into a stretcher,
emerging a moment later shout-
ing, "I'm all right, really."
But it hasn't been all right for
Springsteen's career of late. He
is still embroiled in a suit against
his. co-producer Mike Appel.
An injunction arising out of the
suit has prevented him from
recording a new album. Even a
reported $250,000 settlement
offerto Appel has been refused.
Meanwhile, if the new material
played at the concert is any
indication, Springsteen's new
album will be heavily influenced
by rock-jazz. '
While this roadblock must
dismay Springsteen, it certainly
hasn't diminished his energy.
Springsteen has refined rock .
and roll to an art form,
transforming it into a personal
statement of his love, suffering
and hope. And like any artist he'
deceives us, creating the illusion
of a rock and roll nation,
installing himself". as benign
dictator.
lead-ins bursting into manic
rock, and then '- softly again,
singing as though he were alone
in his room making the music we
hum to ourselves.
Sprinsteen augmented 'Back-
streets' with' a ritual dialogue of
his adolescence in New Jersey,
an encounter with his father who
would.wait up. all night for him.
"I . never saw him,. just his
cigarette lit in the dark," he
intoned. "And I screamed to
him." I' ve got to live my own
life." The band slipped into 'It's
MyLife' by the Animals.
Springsteen constantly" ac-
knowledges ,his debt to all of
rock and roll,. prefacing his
"She's the One" with "Mona"
by the Rolling Stones. He uses
his hair to move through time;:
matting his Afro down for the
greaser look and shaking it loose
at the height of his performance,
the consummate showman of
"Jungleland" and "Tenth Ave-
nue Freezeout.' "
.. Singing "Rosalita (Come Out
Tonight)" he changed ..the line,
"talked to the record company
and I'm getting a big advance"
to "I'm no freak, I've had my
picture on the cover of Time and
Newsweek." Despite his good
fortune, Springsteen still prefers
to play before a manageable
, audience and the Towson gym, if
,Blind Road to' Specialties
from pg. 3 in the area of law being studied. to students in their curriculum
systematic method he/she can professors can call on alumni to & career decisions. N.Y.U., for
use to discover areas of law' that Professors can call on alumni to example, sponsors frequent
are unknown to him/her. How relate their experiences. Stud- panels of practicing attorneys &
many students have ever heard ents can also read the ABA professors discussing various
of customs or construction law? ,section journals. These are career opportunities within the
Yet there are careeropportuni- I monthly magazines put out by profession. Certain professors
ties in such areas. the occupational sections of the here at G.W. have taken affitm-
It is true that a large number ABA. Each issue deals with ative steps: Professor Brown
of second & third year students .'different facets of practice in ,with his game plan land develop-
acquire some exposure to differ- fields of law ranging from ment course; Professor Zenoff.
ent legal. areas in their expeti- litigation! to government con- with her requirement of a court
ences as law clerks. Yet that is tracts. observation report from her first
not a sufficient basis for the ~he ABA itself can also be of year students. The regular
ultimate career decision since - assistance. The ABA sponsors a clinical programs are also help-
many firms are themselves high- large continuing education pro- ful, but they are limited to '
ly specialized. gram. .Students should be al- certain areas that are adaptable
. lowed to attend its seminars free to a clinical program, leaving the
,Students & professors must of charge, where they' could 'student as ignorant as before
?I~ectly confront this problem if learn both from the lecturers concerning many other oppor-
It ISt.obe resolved. Students can and from meeting practicing, .tunities, Our clinical programs
acqu!re much knowledge by attorneys. The ABA should also can offer no exposure in such
~eadmg such books as "Practic- assume a leading role in organiz- legal areas as international
~ng Law' In ~ew York," which ing city-wide ,student seminars labor, antitrust, admiralty, etc. '
includes a senesof essays, each where lawyers would speak on Lastly, The Advocate itself
p! a practicing atto~ney in a their particular fields. Lawyers could help by publishing articles
different field, describing his/ love to talk about their work, by practicing alumni on their
her work. Professors can also and this resource should be various specialties or at a
help by conveying, as, part of 'exploited to our benefit. minimum, by students who have
their ~ourse mate~al, a sense of _ Each individual law school had clerking experience in high-
















of the Jacob Burns Law Library,
imbalance-of heating and cool-
ingwithin the building and from
floor to floor, noise (lack of ade-
quate carpeting, etc.), lack of
sound absorbing in the reader
areas, furniture too high or too
lowor subject to breakage, and
other matters affecting the
student study environment,
came in for severe criticism. This
is'the area where the library staff
can be of least help. Remedying
these problems costs' money-:" '
mroe than the Law, Center
budget can absorb except in
limited and gradual increments.
In connection with the furniture,
all purchases made in- the last
two years were based on selec-
tions made by student readers
from among different samples




cussions, Hopefully, many more
opportunities for discussion will
be scheduled in the future.
Interestingly, the SBA adop-
ted a non-partisan position upon
these issues. This position is
itself politically questionable
since' the student government
should be active in representing
the interests of the students and
should take positions and help




·ported to Mr. Bidwell as being
most comfortable and durable;
Only those, approved' by 'the
students were ordered. "
As to the collections, it is
highly-significant that those
most qualified to evaluate a law
library-faculty, post-LD. stu-,
dents, and the one responding
teaching fellow,found what they
need in the library all the time or
nearly all the time. Those
readers .who have had most
occasion to use and visit other
law libraries, are the ones who
found our' library the most
satisfactory. Obviously this writ-
er admits to a certain institu-
tional bias toward this library,
but he is objective and intellec-
tually honest enough to admit
readily that we have" many
problems. No law librarian can
be indifferent to a survey that
finds almost as many students
rating the library unsatisfactory
To~~··Host
Energy Teach~In
Issues Bared, In Forum
or below (96) as satisfactory or
better (118). Despite many favor-
able and complimentary com-
ments about the library's full-
time professional and support-
ing staff from student readers;
when as many as 73 law students
find ,the library staff to be
unable or unwilling to assist




a minority cultural group. ' ,
The Issues Forum provided a
valuable opportunity for Profes-
sors, Deans, and students to talk
.about problems at; the Law
School. The fact that Dean Potts
agreed to review·the present
grading system with ",a serious
view towards making the system
more anonymous proves the
positive potential of such dis-
. by Bob Cholpak, DC PIRG
Just three days after President Carter announces his national
energy program, experts in various energy fields will gather at
Building C, George Washington University for a day-long ener~
, teach-in. The april 23rd teach-in, entitled Power and the People; WIll
be sponsored by the D.C. Public Interest Research. Group (DC
PIRG). A $1.00 donation will be requested to register for the
teach-in. .. i, "..
The teach-in program will feature several workshops on a variety
of energy issues including: '. •
1)National Energy Outlook-Panelists will sketch out t.he
national energy scene addressing such issues as .future ~upphes,
versus expected demands, foreign versus' dom~stlc supplies a~d
different uses of energy by sectors of the population. ThIS panel WIll
also discuss the Carter energy program. Features speakers Willbe
Gary DeLoss of Ralph Nader's Public Interest Res~arch Group &
Frank Potter, Staff Director of the House Subcommittee on Energy
and Power. . .,' . I
2) Soar Energy-This panel will discuss the status ~ndpotentla
for solar energy. The panel will include Gerald Bennington of the
Mitre Corporation, N.ormLukafedder of the Federal Energy
Administration, and Dr. Harry Thompson.
3) Natural Gas-This session will centeron the structure of the
natural gas industry,the regulatory framework, and the debate over
this country's gas reserves. The session will feature Jim Flug of the
Energy Action Committee. ' , .
4) Nuclear Power Safety- Thlsworkshop will focus on the nucl~ar
power safety debate. Issues to be discussed include the reprocessl~g
and storage of nuclear wastes and reactor safety. The workshops WIll
be led by John Abbotts of Ralph Nader's Public Interest, Rese~rch
Group. . . . " ".
Workshops are also scheduled on nuclear power economics, con- _
servation, local utility issues and citizen organizing ag~inst nuclear·'
'power. In" addition, several films and slide shows will be shown
throughout the day. Exhibits and demonstrations of solar energy
and other energy efficient technologies will also be featured and
numerous energy publications-will be on sale.
DC PIRG has been extremely active in local energy policy-making
for the last year and one half. Recently, DC PIRG prepared and sent
to James Schlesinger, the President's energy advise~, 12 pages. of
recommendations concerning national energy pohcy. A major
portion of those recommendations dealt w!th the need for greater
citizen participation. Through this, teach-in, DC PIR~ hopes to
increase the understanding of many complex energy Issues and
balance the contents of the information people receive on the energy
issue thereby spurring additional citizen participat!ori.
, The teach-in is scheduled to run from'9 a.m. unt1l6 p.m.
EVERY AVAILABLE AID~ .
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tenure to Eric Surulnik sym-
bolises the consensus on the part
of the faculty that clinical educa.-
tion is a permanent and impor-
tant part of the curriculum.
I think the painful tuition
increases that are being imposed
on the incoming classes have
been essential in providing funds
for the law school to improve. I
think the law school may there-
fore be on the threshhold of
some real movement. '
I can also say that in the time
I've been here we've seen a
marked improvement in the
quality of the student body,
which I think has resulted from
improvement in the law school
and from the tremendously
expanded pool of applicants. I
think .one thing we have. to .be
concerned about is that as the
number of applicants decline, as
I think it will, we must continue
to attract a good student body.
Parting shots?
Iguess the parting shot is that
.although I've talked about leav-.
ing here with a lot of enthusi-
asm, because I'm very enthusi-
astic about whatI'm going to do,
I also have a lot of regrets about
leaving. I have enjoyed teaching
here; I've enjoyed- associating
with as many of the students I .,-President Carter discusses reform of the marijuana laws.
have gotten to know, and I guess my enthusiasm over what
haven't gotten to knpw as many I'm going to do reflects the fact
as I would have 'liked,-I've that it's taken something very Q.uestionnaire
enjoyed faculty associations, I've attractive to take me away from
enjoyed the whole experience, I here. " '
·Racial
from pg. 7 semester. We are now in full
cenred about their needs, clearly compliance with accreditation
action is needed. (By contrast, requirements.
every one of the responding Some readers complained tat
faculty members and the one some student helpers in the
responding teaching fellow library do not understand Eng-
found the library staff "Helpful lish. We employ the best workers
and courteous.")' .from thos persons whq apply,
Most of the complaints relat- regardless of race, color, nation"
_ ing to staff personnel concerned al origin or other arbitrary
the.library's weakest service faco.tors, The hourly rate avail-·
link: its evening and weekend able to us for paying the student'
force. We are already trying to help seems to elicit an insuffici-
remedy this. A retired govern- ent number of English-speaking
.ment attorney has been engaged (native) students; we must fill
since January in evening profes- the slots often with those to
sional reference work in the whom English is at best a second
library, and we have other recent.. language. However, allthese are .
law graduates of professional students, and obviously must
caliber filling the remaining have a sufficient command of
part-time service slots at the the tongue to perform satisfac-
third floor desk. We now have at torily in law classes where they
least one professional-level per- receive no special favors. (One
son on duty at all hours when the racist among the .respondents
library is open, in contrast to last asked why we do not hire ood
old white Americans and get rid
of the blacks and foreignersrwe
will be measuring him for his
white sheet and hood when we'
identify him).
All in all.reading the respons-
es has been' an instructive,
enlightening and humbling ex-
perience. Thanks are due to all
who gave us their replies. Please
bear with us as we try-to improve
the library.
The following proposals relate to proposed reform of the
anonymous grading system. If you have an opinion, please
complete the following questions and return the completed form
to the SBA office., . .
1. The present anonymous grading system should be changed,
at least to theextent that professors do not have access to a .
list correlating student names and numbers. .
Yes 0 . No 0
2. The present system should be changed substantially along
the lines proposed by Professor Banzhaff in the March 8,
1977 ADVOCATE.
Yes 0 No 0
3. The present system is adequate.
Yes D. No 0
Unclassified
.• . j".
WANTED---2 bedroom summer sublet with air-conditioning within easy access of Connecti-
eutAve. and M St. area for 2 law students working inD.C. firms. .-
CALL: 215·525-5806, or wri~e: Jane Fromstein, 275 Byrn Mawr Ave., Apt. G·12 BrYnMawr Pa.
19010 . ' ,
Bernard's proposed model study lounge fo,"disgruntled students. Graduating seniors try on their gowns.
